Below is a sample of a completed application for membership and questionnaire for
voluntary work for the DDF. The information is fictional and is only provided as a guide.
The sample questionnaire reflects a high level of education and skills. Few real live
volunteers can expect to have such high skills even if they would be welcome. More
important for our volunteers is a belief in what the DDF is trying to achieve and a
willingness to support those goals in whatever way possible.
The DDF believe that people can only give that which is possible. So we are interested in
obtaining a general picture of who you are and how you can assist us and in being aware
of the limits you may place on your interactions with the DDF. We don't wish to ask of you
what you can't give
Community: ..Tell us a bit about your social and community connections..
Central to all political parties are membership and funding. The DDF's goal is to have as
many members as possible, each member donating whatever they wish to in support of
our goals.
If you wish to volunteer we will welcome your help.

Volunteer Information and Membership Application
If you wish to volunteer with Direct Democracy Forum (DDF) we would like to know as
much as possible about you. Please complete the questionnaire to whatever extent you
wish, and submit it to us at ddforum.coms@gmail.com or PO Box 31534, Braamfontein,
2017, This information is for the sole and exclusive use of the DDF. An completed
example questionnaire is available at http://ddforum.co.za
Name:
Family/Surname: ...............Bloggs........................................................................
First Names: ..........Alan Adair............... Preferred Name: .......Alan..................
ID Number: .........880715 1234 12 2........... Copy ID Submitted? ........Y..... ....
Community: ..White, connections in English, Portuguese and LGBT communities..
Gender: .....M ............

Where Born: ...Cape Town........................

When Born: ......1968...................

Where Raised: ...CT / Jhb ....................

Reside: Suburb: .....Bramley................ City: ....Jhb ...................
Province: ..GT........................ Since: ..2014..................
Contact: Phone: ......011 436 8763...... Cel: ....076 123 4567......................
e-mail: .........aabloggs@gmail.com.................................................
Married, Single, Other(?): ..............Married ...................... since ...1994 .......
Children:
How Many: ....3.... Pre School: ....0..... School: ...1...... Tertiary: ..1....... Working: ..1......
Education:
Where: Primary: .......CT......... Secondary: ........CT.............. Tertiary: .......Jhb......
From when:

........74........

.........81..............

......90........

Highest Level Achieved: ............MSc Engineering, MBA........................................
Highest Graduated: ....................MSc Engineering, MBA........................................
Institution: ...................................Wits......................................................................
Languages: …............English (fluent) Afrikaans (poor) French (poor) ....................

Employed:
As:

..Junior Eng....../.........Senior Eng......./........Manager............/. Director.......

Since: .........93............/...............2000.........../.........2005................./....2014...........
Skills:
Skill:

......Elect Eng..../...Programming..C#.../......Web Design......../....Business Admin.

Level: .....Advanced..../....Mod Competent...../...Mod Competent...../...Competent.........
How do you see yourself contributing to the DDF:
..............Maybe policy in areas of speciality, recruitment, fund-raising, administration.
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
How many hours do you work in a week?

.....45...............................

Do you volunteer elsewhere? Y/N : . Y..

How many hours in a week? .....+/- 4....

Currently, how many hours could you give to the DDF in a week? .........8................
Other:
....... I think DDF policies are worth pursuing and developing, perhaps even sharing with
other political parties. In that connection I have contacts with a number of other parties that
I would be prepared to use.
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
I ............................A A Bloggs..........................................., the undersigned, hereby apply
for membership of the Direct Democracy Forum, a South African political party (registration
No: 936), and agree to abide by the constitution and the policies of the party, as they may
be from time to time and as set out at http://ddforum.co.za, and agree to support the party
in their efforts to implement those policies in the Republic of South Africa. I attach a true
copy of my South African identity document, and attest to the correctness of the
information supplied, and submit this copy identity document and the completed
application / questionnaire, to this effect.

Signed: .............AA Bloggs...................... Dated: ....20 th June 2016...........................

